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UNESCO’s first office in the newly inde
countries of Central Asia and Trans-Caucas
established in Almaty, Kazakhstan in Decemb
UNESCO Almaty has a regional mandate and 
countries in the field of Education and 11 countri
field of Communication (communication, info
information): Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, T
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan; the Trans-Ca
Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia; Mongolia, 
Turkey.

UNESCO Almaty is also in charge 
activities, programmes and projec
UNESCO in the host country: Kazakhsta

Regionally, the Office covers 2 major U
programme areas: Education 
Communication

A non-funding agency of the UN system, U
implements programmes and projects entrusted
donor agencies, and national and international 
UNESCO Almaty provides technical assistan
advisory services in all areas of compet
UNESCO, either directly or through colleagu
other UNESCO Offices and from its Head
UNESCO’s resource base is twofold: regular bu
extra-budgetary resources.  Regular contributio
from Member States, who meet every two yea
General Conference to examine and 
UNESCO’s two-year programme and budge
budgetary projects are funded by other sources
development banks, bilateral agencies or by o
programmes.

IN THIS ISSUE:

1. Education for All (EFA)

2. Heritage-Net

3. Regional Coordination for the Aral Sea

3. Memory of the World Programme

UNESCO Almaty is headed by the U
Representative to Kazakhstan and Regional E
Adviser for Central Asian and Trans-Ca
Countries.  A Regional Adviser for Commu
performs also as the office deputy.  The Head of
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Office is assisted by programme specialists, assistants
and national programme officers in education, culture,
communication, telematics and informatics, and IEC.

The office also serves as the local UNESCO
Documentation Centre where the Organization’s
publications may be consulted and distributed.
UNESCO Almaty works in close cooperation with
governmental and non-governmental organisations
throughout the 9-11 countries it covers.

EDUCATION FOR ALL (EFA)

Is one of the various education programmes implemented
regionally by our Office.

In 1990, 155 countries and representatives from some
150 organisations committed themselves at the World
Conference on Education for All (WCEFA) in Jomtien,
Thailand, to providing basic education for all by the year
2000.   Currently, national surveys are being conducted
in all countries of the world to assess progress in
education over the last 10 years.  This exercise will be
completed by the end of 1999.  Amongst the
commitments made at Jomtien we may cite to achieve
universalisation of primary education and to massively
combat illiteracy before the end of the decade.  By 2000,
a global exercise will analyse the results, findings and
recommendations put forward by the countries in their
National EFA Status Reports.  Progress achieved will be
assessed and follow-up action will be determined for
further intervention and investment.

Immediately after UNESCO Almaty was entrusted with
the implementation of the EFA 2000 exercise in 9
countries of the region, a Regional Technical Advisory
Group for EFA assessment was created and supported
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by an EFA Support Unit (3 full-time staff). The Unit has
organised a number of regional, sub-regional, and
national activities underpinned by hands-on work with
ministerial personnel in each country, following a
cascade model approach.  National Assessment Groups
have been established and National Coordinators have
been identified in all countries.  Future issues of this
newsletter will inform the reader about the progress of
the EFA 2000 initiative.

HERITAGE-NET: TELEMATICS NETWORK ON
THE NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE OF

CENTRAL ASIA

UNESCO Almaty implements the regional Heritage-Net
project in close co-operation with colleagues from
UNESCO HQs, CII/IIP.  The project, using the latest IT
developments, concerns the establishment of a
computer- and Internet-based network of cultural
institutions in the region.  Internet techniques are
customised for the promotion of national heritage and
cultural tourism in the region.

Heritage-Net is the “brainchild” of a round table
organised by UNESCO in Almaty on September 23-24
1997. Officials from museums, libraries, universities,
scientific research institutes, ministries, government and
non-government institutions from the 5 countries in
Central Asia participated in the meeting. Subsequently, 2
Web sites were presented at a workshop on distance
education in Bishkek in 1998, and a Heritage-Net centre
for Kazakhstan was established and equipped in the
Central State Museum of the Republic with active
support from the well-known NGO IREX which provided
Internet services for the centre.

In 1998, a progress report presented at the “Eurasia On-
line’98” meeting was very well received by EU
participant countries. This resulted in funding support
from the EC and the inclusion of Heritage-Net into the
mainstream of the European telematics projects for the
improvement of access to virtual exhibitions of museums
in Europe and worldwide.   Similar centres have since
been opened in Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. For more
information about HeritageNet please visit:

 http://www.heritagenet.freenet.kz/

INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND
COMMUNICATION (IEC)

UNESCO Almaty implements actively a number of
programmes and projects aimed at the promotion of a
“Healthy Lifestyle”, a major priority area in Central Asia
and Trans-Caucasus. With significant experience in
Information, Education and Communication (IEC),
UNESCO’s contribution concerns the provision of sound
technical backstopping, managerial and logistical
support to these projects.  Furthermore, the Head of
Office acts as the chairperson of the regional IEC

technical group.  At present, UNESCO Almaty is the
executing agency for 4 UNAIDS-funded projects, three in
Central Asia and one in the Trans-Caucasian countries.

! A regional IEC Initiative along the Silk Roads of
Central Asia.  The main objective is to raise
awareness amongst communities in the five Central
Asian Republics regarding the seriousness of the
STD/HIV/AIDS pandemic on a global, regional and
national level.  The target audience is mainly
decision-makers and officials who specialise in
information dissemination, media (printed, TV and
radio) and broadcasting.

! STD/HIV/AIDS Awareness: A National Healthy
Lifestyle Advocacy and Education Campaign in
Kazakhstan.  The main activities include an
advocacy campaign through seminars and
workshops; the distribution of an audio-visual pack;
and the preparation and implementation of a multi-
media STD/HIV/AIDS prevention campaign,
focusing on condom promotion among specific
target groups.

! STD/HIV/AIDS Awareness: A National Information,
Advocacy and Awareness Campaign in Uzbekistan.
The primary objective is to highlight to decision-
makers and senior community officials the gravity of
the STD/HIV/AIDS pandemic and its implications for
Uzbekistan.  The message will be further conveyed
through a multi-media information campaign, thus
bringing the subject to the attention of the widest
possible public, in both rural and urban
communities.

! Safe Sex and STD/HIV/AIDS Awareness: Reaching
Young People in Georgia. The main objectives
include the sensitisation of radio disc jockeys to
issues of STD/HIV/AIDS; the conduct of a survey on
knowledge, attitudes, practices and behaviour
amongst youth; and a condom promotion campaign.

NEW NAME FOR OUR  NEWSLETTER

Any ideas for an attractive name for UNESCO Almaty
Newsletter?  Your ideas and suggestions are welcome.
Write to us to the address listed below.  A prize will be
awarded to the winning suggestion.

WIMCA DEVELOPMENT

With the support of UNESCO Almaty and under the
direction of “Women in the Net” the Centre for Women in
Media of Central Asia (WIMCA) established a network
for women journalists in Central Asia, based in Bishkek,
Kyrgyzstan. National focal points have been established
in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan
and equipped with computers and e-mail connection.
Within the framework of a special project “Women

http://www.heritagenet.freenet.kz/
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Speaking to Women”, the National Focal points of
WIMCA gathered information about women journalists
and women’s NGOs and their needs. The need for
English courses and computer training was identified as
a priority.  A plan of action was formulated and
implemented.

A special puppet-show for school children was produced
by WIMCA based on the story of Saymon Jenkins “My
stubborn father”, published by UNHCR. The main
message of the show is tolerance. The puppet-show was
recorded on 200 videocassettes and distributed to
schools of Kyrgyzstan.  WIMCA also organised a
seminar “Press Freedom in the period of reforms and
transition in Kyrgyzstan”. Journalists, congressmen and
representatives from law advocacy organisations took
part in the seminar. The participants adopted a
declaration to journalists of Central Asia in which they
invoked colleagues to stand for press freedom and
democracy.

ARAL SEA VISION WORKSHOP
UNESCO Almaty is hosting the regional co-ordination
for the Aral Sea initiative since early 1999. An Aral Sea
Vision Workshop, sponsored by colleagues from
SC/HYD (Science Sector, Hydrology Division) took place
at the Academy of Sciences in Almaty from May 17 to
21, 1999.  Scientists from five Central Asian countries
gathered to prepare a draft of the Regional Vision for the
Aral Sea Basin,  to be presented later this year  at the
Stockholm Water Symposium, August 1999.

Frits Verhoog and Vefa Moustafaev, Senior Consultants
of the Water Science Division, chaired the workshop.
Prof. Mesarovich from Case Western Reserve University
of Cleveland, and Scientific Advisor to UNESCO DG for
Global Change, illustrated the model to conceive
scenarios for the Aral Sea Basin over the next decade.
Participants provided data on their countries and
discussed the issue on how water resources should be
used, allocated or shared in the region over a long term
period in order to achieve a sustainable balance
between demand and supply in all relevant sectors.

The preparation of the Regional Vision for the Aral Sea
Basin is part of a global exercise that will complement
the preparation of an integrated Long Term Vision for
Water, Life and Environment at the Second World Water
Forum in March 2000 in Hague, Netherlands. The
preparation of the Vision is facilitated by the World
Commission of Water for the 21st Century, established in
August 1998 as an NGO initiative.  It brings together
several Governments, notably Canada, Sweden and the
Netherlands, and IGOs such as UNESCO.  A special
Vision Unit has been constituted at UNESCO HQ for that
purpose. UNESCO Almaty is responsible for the regional
co-ordination of this effort in the five Central Asian
countries and will host UNESCO’s Aral Sea Initiative
Office.

MEMORY OF THE WORLD: THE
PETROGLYPHS OF SAIMALY TASH

Hidden from all but the most adventurous trekkers, the
remotest reaches of the Ferghana range in the Osh
Oblast of the Kyrgyz Republic contain one of the world’s
greatest historical and cultural treasures.  Located at an
altitude of 3,200 metres, the awesome petroglyphs of
Saimaly Tash provide us with a tangible link to our
ancestors, stretching back over five thousand years.
The petroglyphs of Saimaly Tash consist of more than
100,000 figures carved and cut into stone.  These works
of art mostly date from the Bronze Age (3rd to the 2nd

millennium B.C.)  Petroglyphs were “discovered” for the
first time in the modern age in 1903, but began to be
properly studied only in the 1950s.  As a lead-up to the
3000th anniversary of the settlement of the city of Osh (to
be celebrated in the year 2000), UNESCO will mount a
comprehensive multi-national expedition to the Saimaly
Tash petroglyphs site in summer 1999. The expedition
will consist of a group of scientists and professionals
from the Kyrgyz Republic, UNDP, UNESCO, and the
private sector and will not only scientifically research the
site, but will produce an extensive, multi-lingual colour
album, CD-ROM and other documentation.  These
publications are to be launched in conjunction with Osh
3000 celebrations and would constitute part of
UNESCO’s Memory of the World programme.

The importance of the Saimaly Tash petroglyphs site to
humanity cannot be under-estimated.  This world
treasure, which has stood for more than 5,000 years,
must be conserved for future generations.  The
expedition proposed and supervised by UNESCO would
provide tangible and realistic solutions for preserving
Saimaly Tash.

CULTURE OF PEACE
Within the framework of UNESCO Programme on
“Culture of Peace”  UNESCO Almaty participates in
different meetings and seminars where the different
facets of this topic are discussed.  Recently, UNESCO
Almaty took part in a meeting at the resource centre of
the Centre for Conflict Management.  The seminar was
conducted for the teachers working in conflict
management.  UNESCO Education Assistant introduced
the programme “Culture of Peace and Tolerance” to the
participants.

Along the same lines, and within the framework of our
activities in support of advocacy for human rights,
UNESCO Almaty is exploring jointly with international
NGOs, OSCE and UNHCR the possibility of conducting
a training course for prison officials in Kazakhstan on the
best international practices and standards for treating
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common-law prisoners, especially, girls, women and
youth.

NEW STAFF MEMBERS

UNESCO Almaty welcomes three new staff members:
Ms. Dinara Almasova is working with the IEC Unit since
February 25.  Mr. Daniyar Sadvakasov joined us as a
secretary and IEC Programme Assistant on May 6.  He
worked as an Attaché at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
and Kazakhstan Embassy in Brussels. Ms. Lyazzat
Salikova joined UNESCO Almaty in March 22 after 4
years with US Peace Corps mission in Kazakhstan.

FROM Ms. ALMASOVA

I started working at
UNESCO Almaty on
February 25 as an IEC
Programme Assistant.  This
is my first work experience in
an organisation like
UNESCO and I find it very

challenging. One of my career goals was to work for one
of the United Nations agencies, therefore I use this
opportunity in the most effective way.

FROM Mr. SADVAKASOV

I recently joined UNESCO
Almaty.  I think this job is
very interesting.  I enjoy
working with all the members
of my new team, who are
very friendly and
professional.  I think my past

experience with MAF will be useful in my job.  And
knowledge that I will gain will help me in my career.

FROM  Ms. SALIKOVA

I work as an Information
Officer and IEC Programme
Assistant.  As an Information
Officer, I’m responsible for
the edition of this Newsletter.
So please send your
comments, suggestions or

questions for the next issue directly to me.  Thank you.

STAFF

The staff of our Office are listed below:

•  Mr. Jorge Sequeira – UNESCO Representative to

Kazakhstan and Regional Education Adviser for

Central Asian and Trans-Caucasian countries

•  Ms. Shannon Berlin – Information, Education,

Communication (IEC) Specialist

•  Ms. Jaspal Gill – Planning and HIV/AIDS Specialist

•  Ms. Lyazzat Salikova – Information Officer

•  Ms. Dinara Almasova – Information Education

Communication Assistant

•  Ms. Aigul Khalafova – Education Assistant, (EFA)

•  Ms. Irina Alpeyeva – Education Assistant, (EFA)

•  Mr. Sergey Karpov – Telematics Specialist

•  Ms. Gulnara Kapekova – Administrative Assistant

•  Ms. Zhanna Kosmukhamedova – Clerk

•  Mr. Daniyar  Sadvakasov – Secretary

•  Mr. Akhat Baibourinov – Driver

You have just finished reading the first issue of the
UNESCO Almaty Newsletter.  It will be a quarterly
publication, introducing programme activities and project
achievements performed by our Office.

As UNESCO stands for UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, all the members of our team work
for the support of education, science, communication,
human development and preservation of cultural and
traditional values as well as national heritage in the
countries of Central Asia and Trans-Caucasus.

This Newsletter will give you an opportunity to learn
more about the goals and history of UNESCO in this
region and other organisations working together in the
United Nations system.

Please send your questions, comments, suggestions and contributions to

UNESCO Almaty Office,
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#4, Abai Ave., Almaty, Kazakhstan.

Tel: (3272) 64-2271, Fax: (3272) 64-2661, E-mail: uhata@unesco.org


